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Swallow: A Review of Some Current Poetry

A REVIEW OF SOME CURREN,T PO E TRY
Against a Background on Fire, by Frederick Mortimer Clapp. New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1948.. $2.50.'
On Canadian Peetry, by E. K. BrQWD. Toronto and Boston: The Ryerson Press and
Bruce Humphries, Inc., 1948· $2.75~
The Penguin Book of Sonnets, edited by Carl Withers. New York: Penguin Books,
1943· $.25·
The New Treasury of War Poetry: Poems Of the Second World War, I9l9-I94J,
edited, with Introduction and Notes, by George Herbert Clarke. New York:
Literary Classics, Inc., distributed by Houghton Miftlin Company, Boston, 1943.
$3.00•

None of these books is of the first importance. Mr. Clapp's poems are secondrate but honestly done; the trouble with this collection is that there are many of
them, mostly alike in treatment and kind, and they·become monotonous in a few
minutes' reading. Mr. Clapp has boldly kept on, when others changed, with a sort
of primitive, impressionistic, only slightly intellectualized verse. The effort is
minor, almost casual, and the finished poem shows it. However, within this frame.;.
work Mr~ Clapp works well, at times brilliantly; what he lacks is any rhythmical
. mastery; what he has best is a quick, descriptive image. ~ ,
In Mr. Brown's book on Canadian poetry one does not find highly analytical
criticism. Rath~r, one finds a truly informative survey of Canadian poetry, backed
with good judgment and catholic interest, with special treatment of the problems of
the Canadian poet and with extended discussion of the work of three poets he finds
foremost in Canadian literature: Archibald Lampman, Duncan Campbel~ Scott, and
E. J. Pratt.
'
Mr. Withers' historical anthology of En~lish and American sonnets contains the
obvious selections, plus a few more, ~ncluding as many recent sonnets as backing
wO\lld permit. These latter choices spring too ob'\iously from the taste of Oscar
Williams. More than half the", book is taken up with a reprint of the Shakespeare
and Spenser cycles complete; the use of all the Shakespearian sonnets may be justified by a wish to show the greatest cycle entire, but there is no justification for using
all of Spe~ser's.
Mr. Clarke's anthology of recent war poems will not dignify the name of poet.
In a book filled with ineptitude, blamey, and whipped-up patriotism, the few poems
by Clark Mills and the one by Wallace Stevens stand out like fog lights in a winter
.
night.
ALAN
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